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ARTICLE INFO

Cancer, mainly known for abnormal growth and altered cellular function is now the second prominent reason of death in the world. There are so many factors responsible for this disease and one of the major factors is climate change. The deviations of weather patterns that is definitely as a result of human activities over long periods of times generally referred as climate change. The consequences include, increasing temperature, melting of ice, rising of sea levels, increasing wind speed, changes in rainfall patterns etc. Due to all these concerns, the most important resource for a healthy life— Air, Water, and Food are gets disturbed and as a results causes several health-related problems. Previous researches related to this field also demonstrated that climate change played critical role over cancer risk and cancer surveillance. It increases the amount of carcinogens and also its blocks patients’ access to cancer hospitality. Here in this article you will get to know about the impacts of climate changes on health. Why this can be potential risk factors for cancer by focusing mainly on lung and skin cancer and about some well-known limitations that we need have to resolve in the near future. In this concerns several steps has been implicated globally but more preparedness and attentiveness are reasonable.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

It is well known to us that climate change has very unique impacts on health but unfortunately it is dangerous 1. Mostly due to human activities, the normal patterns of weather get changed dramatically and the consequences, like high temperature, rainfall, melting of ice, rising of sea levels, increasing of wind speeds all these disrupting the healthcare, social, economic structure globally1,2. Data published in 2008 indicates that the burning of fossil fuels, deforestation by humans helps to increase carbon dioxide up to 30% that traps heat into the atmosphere causing rising in temperature3. The report from AR4 IPCC 2007 also says that at 21 century ends, worldwide peoples will experience a higher temperature than the last 10,000 years because the surface temperature will vary between 1.1 and 6.4 degrees Celsius and the sea level will rise estimated 0.17m during the 20th century 3. Recent data supports its role in
several health-related disorders like vector- and water-borne diseases, lung disease, skin problems, and also cancer. Still, now the fact is that it is not fully curable but on the other, the number of carcinogens in nature is getting increased by the effect of climate change. It also found to be acts as a barrier for cancer patients to access cancer care, treatments, and hospitality thus impacting survivals. The major drawback is that majority of the people are not educated or warned in this case that again proved by the small recent survey (see in point number 5). So for all these everyone should be aware of its bad effects and try to heal our beautiful nature. In this concern more caring and more effective warranted from both nations and every individual. This abstract was accepted at the 2020 GW4 Symposium Climate Change - Science & Society and I have presented my topic on 3rd December 2020. Here in this article, I have summarized the role of climate changes over health and cancer in brief.

2. METHODS:
For this manuscript, I did a literature review from Google Scholar, Research Gate, and Google search engine. I have used climate change, cancer as the major search keywords. Here a survey data also presented. I did the online survey for one week long through the Google forms (Received response, N = 31) and the main focus of this survey was to get an instant idea about how much aware people of climate change and cancer.

3. THE RELATION WITH HEALTH:
Climate change has a very important role in healthcare. It can become from several dimensions and directly or indirectly can affect human health. Here in brief I have summarized the relationship between climate change and health problems. Like heat waves that are linked with climate change and cause the highest deaths mostly suffer the Western European peoples. Elderly peoples have died in this as it can contribute to several cardiac and respiratory problems as high temperature found to increase the heart rate so can cause heart attack and failure on the other the high temperature can contribute to multi-system failure. Climate change can also increase air pollution too and impacts health. Natural disasters like floods, droughts also performed a key role in human health.

Fig.1: Schematics represents climate change and its effects.
Floods can be the reason for the mobility of toxic chemicals \(^{11}\), it cause diarrheal and respiratory diseases \(^{1,10}\) both high- and low-income countries. Droughts and floods both together can hinder several important facilities like hospitals, electricity, drinking water, \(^{12}\) crops, etc., and by all these means it contributes towards human’s health. The vector-borne infectious disease also gets affected using their transmission procedure with climate change, as associated to humidity, heat, altered rain, etc., and contributed to our health \(^{13}\). A brief overview of this is demonstrated in figure 1.

4. RELATION WITH CANCER:
As discussed, changing weather causes several health problems it also reported to contribute to cancer. Previous articles published in this field also support that it can contribute also to cancer through increasing carcinogens\(^6\) and one of them is dioxin with 50 years half-life \(^7,14\). The wildfires that have a great role in air pollution also contribute to cancer by increasing the particulate matter in the environment\(^{15,16}\).

Weather changes also can uphold the concentration of aflatoxin, a potent carcinogen in dietary sources \(^{17}\). According to the reported data, changes in environment like high temperature can increase the concentration of aflatoxin of *Aspergillus* sp and lower in clod season \(^{18}\). There are mainly 3 types of known skin cancers, Basal cell carcinoma(BCC) Squamous cell carcinoma(SCC), and malignant melanoma(MM) and among these most dangerous is malignant melanoma due to death up to 80\% \(^5\). It is reported that weather changes and their adverse effects like heat, ozone depletion by chlorofluorocarbons, and sun exposer, ultraviolet exposer all can contribute to skin cancer development\(^4,5,19,20\). The direct exposer of the sun in childhood and adolescence can promote BCC \(^{21}\), in case of SCC, the guardian of the genome gets mutated by UV exposer and helps the development of
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**Fig.2:** Climate change and cancer relation
these types of tumors \(^2\) and MM also formed due to UV-B and UV-A \(^5\). Apart from the particulate matters, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and Sulphur dioxide also contribute in skin cancer \(^2\), specifically the PM and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons impacts majorly in skin cancer experimented in animal models \(^2\).

The adverse effects of climate change also responsible for lung cancer development \(^2\). It’s mostly affected by air pollution due to biomass combustion or coal gas \(^2\). Not only lung cancer other respiratory diseases like COPD (Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) are also caused by indoor pollution \(^2\). It was measured that apart from tobacco smoking the indoor pollution (wood fire, fire generated from waste or coal) are highly dangerous for the lung cancer especially for the women who are using coal for cooking purpose \(^2\). The lung cancer formation rate incidents in women are found 3 fold higher from the past 20 years and according to smoking history, it is 50% higher in men than before 20 years \(^3\). According to WHO (world health organization) the 3 billion peoples are cook using the normal stove with kerosene or wood or other waste or coal and, 3.8 million peoples are died due to this indoor pollution, and 8% of them are died due to lung cancer \(^3\), that tells us about its severity itself. In this concern in India Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi led the central government launched LPG scheme known as Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana \(^3\), that is a very effective step, as the main objective is to save rural woman’s mainly of India from health hazards that come from fossil fuels and it could reduce household air pollution too.

Here the notable point is that the consequences of climate change not only cause cancer by increasing carcinogens only, one another major problems is related to cancer care because it disrupts healthcare facilities and delivery that is the most important for the treatment, diagnosis of cancer patients \(^3\). Due to hurricanes most of the cancer patients (Non-small cell lung cancer) are dying due to the disruption of radiation therapy according to Nogueira LM et al research \(^4\) and specifically, hurricane Maria in 2018 causes a national shortage of intravenous medicine \(^5\). The healthcare system mainly the pharmaceutical industries and hospitals are also released several gases like anesthetic gas used in surgery which is more dangerous than carbon dioxide, and this is the source of carbon footprint \(^7,36,37\). The energy costs in cancer treatment facilities, medication, from packaging to delivery of the pharmaceuticals, considerably impacts greenhouse gas discharges \(^7\). The transport of patients and staff to specialized cancer treatment indirectly contributed to vehicle emissions that promote climate change, although it can be minimized by promoting physical means like walking, cycling, etc. \(^38,39\).

All the information in this field has proved that climate change is very important related to the development of cancer, so we can say that this climate change is a potential risk factor for cancer, and in the present situation, everybody should have to be concerned with its side effects.

### 5. SURVEY RESULTS:

For knowing the people's awareness about climate change and its impact on cancer I have performed a 7 days long online survey and the data is very impressive as presented below from fig 3-6. According to the result, the peoples from the age group of 18 to > 31, 90.3% of them are very concerned about climate change and its impact on health but 9.7% are not. Another response from the same age group also indicates that about 12.9% of total participants are not sure whether the weather change can contribute to cancer or not. Data represented here from only 31 responses, and it is based on India thus more responses are required globally for proper evaluation. The data are represented below.
Fig. 3. The following chart represents the age distribution of participants. The X-axis is for age and Y-axis denotes the number of responses.

Fig. 4. The chart represents the gender ratio of the participants.
Fig. 5. The following chart represents how much people are concerned about climate change's impact on health. The data shows that about 90.3% are very concerned but 9.7% are not sure.

Fig. 6: The Chart represents that how much people know that climate change can cause cancer. The data shows about 12.9% of the total participants are not sure.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE INSIGHTS:
Still, now we have discussed the impact of climate change on cancer. Now here we should focus on the limitation in this field for the betterment. Data shows that still now peoples are not concerned about the effects of climate change and its impact on cancer so more awareness is required both at the public and academic level. Several projects, camps, internships must be included at the school and college level to improve the knowledge in this field. It will also help to contribute to the students for the betterment of the environment and reduced its risks.

For controlling several consequences of climate change, several steps have been implicated globally but more preparedness and attentiveness are reasonable. Like as for reducing air pollution (majorly contributed to lung cancer) smart policies like low or zero-emission stove must be used. The steps are reasonable in the case of developing and low-income countries.

To date, no studies have estimated the carbon footprint of cancer care, so more research must be performed for a better knowledge, and better controlling this both from hospitals and pharmaceutical companies. The work is very important for developed and
high-income counties. As we know that the health care system of cancer also responsible for a great number of greenhouse emissions starting from the energy, pharmaceutical, medical devices, etc., so more development and policies are very meaningful here to control greenhouse emission. A very effective rule is thus expected to implements in this regard near future. There is a need to assess weaknesses and categorize cost-effective interposition 1 options in both health and other sector related to health issues because early planning and detections can help reduce future adverse health impacts. Lastly, we should know that peoples don’t do what they say, so we should focus on doing something rather saying lots of things.

In conclusion, we can say that climate change positively contributes to cancer development so everybody should be aware of its consequences. I have pointed out some of the limitations but more are there that needs to be assessed by the governing authority in each country and should be controlled by the implementation of some policies.
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